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FOLDED LAYER MULTIPLE-PASS CAVITY

ZHETIESHI CENGZHUANG DUOCHENGOIANG

BY: Xu Yuguang, Yu Ginyue, Lyu Bo, Chen Shouhau and Rong Zhonghua

Abstract: Structure of the folded layered multiple-oass cavity and

its image qualityare described, uniformity of scanning beam iptensity at

vertical direction in the middle position of the cavity is discussed, and

the high precision result of the reflectance cavity mirror is given:

Key words: folded layered multiple-pass cavity.

J.U. White and D.R. Herriot have done a great deal of research on

multip1e-pass optical systems and have designed a number of multiple-oass

avities of different structures depending of the use requirements .

The Tolded laYered multiole-pass cavity presented in this article has the

fc.-11owing physical requirements: it must have a light beam with a

scannting rance of 200mm : 600 mm and with a certain width; the scanning

L-earn in a vertical direction must oossess a certain amount of overlapping;

* tne average non-uniformity of the beam intensity along the verticali

direction of the central ax:ls of tne =avity is to be less than 50 percent.
1 - refors. it was reouired that the multiple-pass =avity no- only have

multiole reflections and gcod imaging quality of the scanning beam, _'ut it

must have an appropriate optical circuit track.
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"ILLUSTRATION ONE: THE FOLDED LAYERED MULTIPLE PASS CAVITY

The folded layered multiple-pass cavity we designed is shown in

illustration one. In this illustration, at one end of the chamber is a

concave mirror M^. and at the other end of the chamber are two 4 iat

mirrors Ma and Mc. The cavity is 1/2 RA long. The scanning beam is

*J reflected in the cavity in the sequence shown in the illustration. The

light oeam is reflected a number of times within the cavity, and the image

's inverted a number of times. When the direction of light rays

transmitted onto the concave mirror M^ overlap with the direction of their

raciLus. they are reflected back along their original route. Illustration

two i-s a photograph of the track of the scanning beam of the folded

layered multiple-pass cavity. When the light rays focus on the flat

mirror and reflected back off the reflective surface, on the concave

m2rror M, they remain speckles on the convex mirror with the same radius.

while on mirrors Ma and Mc, they are alternatively concentrated spots and

oarallal beam. according to tne reflection sequence. Furthermore. when

the lgnt beam is reflected back along its original path, the spqckles and

dots on the flat mirrors exchange places.

Imaging quality is a major characteristic of multiple reflection

systems. When the system has little aberration, the image on the mirror

always remains 1:1 with multiple inversions, maintain the original

structure of the light beam. Hypothetically, when using this optical

system, the light transmitted into the system is focussed onto the focal

plane of the optical system. When the cavity is 900mm long, a speckle of

a diameter of about 10mm will form at L. We know from the theory of

aberration that under these conditions, the affect on the image quality is

primarily an aberration of an astigmatic difference. We used Young's

formula Ca and conducted tracking calculations of the scanning beam with
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a computer, determining the astigmatic difference of the exiting beam.

ILLUSTRATION TWO: LIGHT RAY TRACK IN MULTIPLE PASS CAVITY

Assuming that the scanning beam is reflected 137 times in the

multiole-pass cavity, the incident conditions of the light beam are as

described above. When the scanning height was increased, we observed a

change in (x-x ). In illustration three, we can see the graph of (x.-

>t) corresponding to height of the s=anning. When the height of the

scanni7-Y is increased, the image astigmatic difference very quickly

increased. Please not our conditions that H = 200. From the image, we

pet (x.-x%) = 126 mm. The meridian focal line and the isolate out o0

focus lines were both 1.6mm long. The length of the focal lines affects

the size and shape of the speckles of the scanning beam. Considering that

these focal lines are the focal lines of the final imaging beam after 137

reflections of the scanning beam within the cavity, the focal lines of any

other scanning ray within the cavity would be smaller, this situation

totally meets the requirements of the physical conditions.

3 12 1X2

ILLUSTRATION THREE: GRAPH OF SCANNING HEIGHT AND (XO-Xv)

Assuming that the incidence of the light beam is the same as

A described abovep and with. the height of th4' scan and the number of

reflections of the light beam on the mirrors in the cavity remaining the
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same, but chancing the length of the cavity, also using Young's formula.

to calculate the track, we obtain the graph of the correlation of the

length L of the cavity and x., xt, as is shown in illustration four (a).

In illustration four, (b) and (c) are photographs of the speckles and dots

on the flat mirrors Ma and Mc when L is 799 and 796 respectiv ely.

Although the length of the cavity was only altered by 4/10OOnths there is

a clear difference between the dots of the two. Therefore, in

exoeriments, it is possible to make suitable adjustments to the length of

the cavity to obtain optimum image quality.

ILLUSTRATION FOUR (A)

ILLUSTRATIONS FOUR' (B) AND (C)

The physics experiment required a thorough overlapping of the

scanning beam in the central portion of the multiole-pass cavity, and the

averace uniformity of the distribution of the light intensity along the

vertical direction had to be greater than 50 percent. We know that the

intensity o scattered light is directly proportional to the intensity'cf

lo

the light beams. We need only measure the changes in the intensity of the

scattered light along the different heights in the chamber, and we can

"* find the changes of the light intensity as the height varies. We used a

photoelectric cell at a certain fixed distance from the light beam

* scanning surface to pick up the scanning light beam scattered light and

u m'tn



had the photo electric cell track along different heights, and recorded

changes in the position of the photo electric cell and light intensity

signals received simultaneously in two arms of the x-y factor recorder.

With the light was focussed on the cavity aperture, and with the speckles

on the concave mirror M^ were olOmm, the graph of the correlation between

the light intensity I and the height H was as is shown in illustration

five. Illustration five (A) shows the relative intensity in different

positions along the vertical direction when the light beam is reflected

137 times within the cavity and is reflected along its original route, the

is aloout 52 percent. By adjusting the tilt of the reflective mirrors, and

increasing the number of reflections and degree of overlapping within the

cavity, the more even the distribution of the light intensity, the nearer

the relative intensity comes to 1. With no changes in the incidence of

tne l-cht oeam, if the number of reflections are increased to 177 and 209,

the relative intensity increases to 68 and 82 percent respectivelv as

shown in illustrations 5 (B) and 5(C).

iLLJTRATION FIVE: LIGHT INTENSITY CORRESPONDING TO CHAMBER HEIGHT

Is

60 b 100 in h.I

ILLUSTRATIONS FIVE (A) AND FIVE (B)

:40
ILLUSTRATION FIVE (C)

naturally, there are limitations to the degree to which the number of

reflections of the light beam can be increased. This is restricted by the

size of the incident dots. Illustrations six and seven show the light

intensity distribution within the cavity and the distribution of light

intensity alona the central axis of the cavity along the height of the



scanl.

IL1..USRTION SIX: LIGHT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION WITHIN CHAMBER

iLtLETRA7 1'CN SEVEN: LIGHT INTENSITY~ ALONG CENTRAL AXIS OF CHAMBER ALONG

HEIGHT OF SCAN

The surface reflectivity of the mirrors on either and of the cavity

of a multiole-oass cavity directly affects the dissipation and number of

reflections withi.n the cavity. The surface loss includes diffraction,

absorption, and transmission. When surface reflectivity is greater than

99 percent, the use of the common formula R - I-T. is no longer accurate.

The MUltiDle reflection characteristic of multiple-pass cavities can be

used to measure the reflectivity of the mirrors of the cavity to high

degrae of precision,, eliminating the affects of surface diffraction and

absorption an the measuremlentst-0.



As illustration one showed, the original light I. is entered into the

multiple reflective system through the spectrum plate S, and adjusting Ma

will allow the light beam to return along its original path after

scanning, and pass through the spectrum plate S and be transmitted into

the integrating globe i. The intensity of light picked up by a

photoelectric tube and after multiple reflections in the multiple-pass

cavity is called I; The incident light intensity I. passes through the

spectrum plate and is measured by the photoelectric receiver. I ano I.

can be expressed using the following two formulas:

I Iap (1)

I I.,a (2)

in these formulas. I. and I. are measured readings of the light beam

ente-ing and leaving the multiple-pass cavity. a, and a. are set values

o+ 1, and In at the detector and the spectrum plate system. Allow R to be

the average reflectivity of the flat mirrors, and N be number of

-efiections of the scan ±ight beam within the cavity. We can now obtain

the formulas:

I - Inan -IaRt

.6n/I, (a,/an)R"I

We now obtain the iogaritnm:

ln(I,/.,'.) = Nlnr + b (3)

in formula (3), b = lnla,/a,,) is a constant. Using the method of the

least squares, the slope of the line K is ln R. R = ek, and we obtain

JR- e' KAY, - RAYZ (4)

4,R can be determined by divergence from the line of the experimental data,

and calculated from the divergence provided by the fit. Table one

displays a group of measurements from the folded layered multiple pass

cavity. Using the method of least squares to fit these data, the

resultant line is shown in illustration eight.

TABLE ONE:
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1 76240 78
2 7.7 210 9

3 7.? 180 121
4 7.5 150 15
5 7.6 122 135

(1) One up sequential number of data batch.

(2) Number of reflections N.

ILLUSTRATION EIGHT

We get the average reflectivity within the cavity as R = 0.99438+4 X 10-s.

The foided layered multiple-pass cavity has few optical elements, is

stru,:urally simplistic, is easy to adjust, has good light beam quality,

allows for adjusting the number of scans and degree of dot overlapping,

and has more uniform distritution of light intensity within the cavity.

Tnis -rovides the opportunitv for tne laser and the inside of the cavity

-c intera=t with a more un.lorm quality with a certain thickness of olane

oistribution. The folded layered multiple-pass cavity is a system with

mcre nearly ideal light beam layered scanning.
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